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God Sends
a Rainbow
Tell the Story

God’s Word & Me (Bottom Line):
God helps us to do good things and obey Him.

Open your Bible to Genesis 8. Tell the story using the pictured motions (keywords in bold) or show Bible
Story 8 pictures.

Genesis 8:15-22

What do you like to do when it’s raining and you can’t go outside your home? How do you feel
when it stops raining and you can play outside? Let’s listen to find out how Noah and his family felt when they left the boat after being on it for a long time.
Noah and his family and all the animals had been living on the big boat for many days!
It had rained and rained and rained! But now the rain had stopped. The water had
dried up. It was time to leave the boat.
Noah opened the big door in the side of the boat. Then Noah brought the animals
off the boat. Thump-thump-thump. Out came the elephants waving their trunks.
Hippity-hop, hippity-hop, hippity-hop came the floppy-eared rabbits. The woolly
lambs said “Baa-baa” as they skipped out the door.
Trot-trot-trot came the horses. And the birds flew high, high up in the sky.
Noah and his family walked out of the boat. They stretched and breathed the clean
fresh air.
Noah said, “God was good to care for us. We will give God thanks.” Together, Noah
and his family prayed, “Thank You, God, for caring for us in the big boat.”
Then God made a very special promise. God said, “I will NEVER again cover the
whole earth with water. I will put a rainbow in the sky to remind everyone of My
promise.”
And God did just that—He put a brightly colored rainbow up in the sky. Noah, his
family and all the animals could see it!
Noah and his family remembered God’s promise every time they saw a rainbow! Today
when we see a rainbow, we can remember God’s promise, too. We can remember God’s
love and help.
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Genesis 8:1—9:17

Noah thanks God.

Count the number of objects in each box. Then
write the number in the little . Draw a ★ in
the box that has more than 5 objects.
(More means a bigger number.)

Bible Story Puzzle 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

God put a rainbow in the sky to remind Noah and his family of God’s love and help.
They thanked God. We can thank God for helping us, too. The Bible says, “God, we
give you thanks.” 1 Chronicles 29:13
Color the rainbows using more than 3 colors.
Draw a line between the boxes that have an equal number of objects.
(Equal means the same.)
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